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Abstract 
In earlier work by the author, the convergence in distribution of a sequence of point processes 
towards a simple limit has been characterized by three conditions, where the first ensures conver- 
gence of the supports, the second that the limit of every convergent subsequence is simple, and 
the third that the sequence is tight. The purpose of this note is to strengthen the mentioned result, 
by showing that the tightness follows from the other two conditions. Similar results are obtained 
for convergence of random measures towards a diffuse limit and of row-sums in null-arrays 
towards an infinitely divisible limit. 
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1. Introduction and main results 
Throughout this paper, S will denote a locally compact second countable Hausdorff 
space, and we shall write 9, 9, and X for the classes of open, closed, and compact 
subsets of S, respectively. Furthermore, 9 will denote the class of relatively compact 
Bore1 sets in S, and Ci = C;(S) the class of continuous functions f : S --+ R+ with 
compact support. 
As in Kallenberg (1975-1986), we define a random measure on S to be a locally 
finite kernel 5 from the basic probability space 0 into S. Thus COB is a locally 
finite measure in B E ~?8 for each o E s2 and a non-negative random variable in w E Q 
for each BE 92. By a point process on S is meant an integer valued random measure. 
The support B of a point process 5 is a closed random set in S, in the sense that 
{ZfIB=0}={wEQ;E, n B = 0) is a measurable subset of 52 for every B E C49. 
The point process < is said to be simple if sup, r(s) G 1, i.e., if t B equals the cardinality 
of %nB for every BEG. 
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Random measures on S may be regarded as random elements in the space A! = 
A’(S) of locally finite measures on S, endowed with the vague topology generated by 
the maps p H p f = J f d,u, f E Ci. Similarly, we may consider any closed random set 
in S as a random element in 9, equipped with the Fell topology generated by the sets 
{F~T;FflG#fij} and {FEY-; FnK=0} for arbitrary GEY andKEX. With 
the latter topology 9 becomes a compact second countable Hausdorff space, and the 
sets {F E p-; F n B = 0) become universally Bore1 measurable (cf. Matheron (1975, 
pp. 3, 30)). Convergence in the vague and Fell topologies will be denoted by A and 
ft, respectively. 
Now let 5 and 51, 42, . . be point processes on S, and assume 5 to be simple. For 
suitable classes a!, 9 c !%t = {BE@; <dB = 0 a.s.}, we shall consider the conditions 
lim P{i;,U =0} =P{<U=O}, UE%!, II-CC (1) 
limsupP{&J > l}dP{<Z > l}, IEJ 
In Kallenberg (1973) (cf. Kallenberg, 1975-1986, Theorem 4.7) it was shown that 
r, 5 5 (i.e., 5, converges in distribution to 5 with respect to the vague topology in 
A’), iff (1) and (2) hold for sufficiently rich classes % and 3, and the sequence (t,) 
is tight. Recall that the latter condition is equivalent to the tightness of (&B) for every 
BE&?. 
Though this earlier proof involves some technical subtleties, the basic idea is straight- 
forward and shows clearly the role of the three conditions. Thus the tightness implies 
that (4,) is relatively compact in distribution, so every subsequence contains a further 
subsequence that converges in distribution towards some limit q. For U,I E 93,, the 
probabilities in (1) and (2) will then converge to the corresponding limits, which leads 
to the conditions 
P{rflJ =O} =P(cyJ =O}, UE%nnn, (3) 
P{?I> l}<P{51> l}, IE4nB’,. (4) 
If % is rich enough, then (3) implies r d q*, where q* denotes the counting measure 
on suppq. In particular (4) remains true with r replaced by n*, so if even 9 is rich 
enough we may conclude that q = v* a.s. But then 5 g q, and 5, -% 5 follows since 
the original subsequence was arbitrary. 
The tightness condition is obviously crucial for the quoted argument, so it may 
be surprising to see how conditions (1) and (2) alone are sufficient to ensure the 
convergence & -% 4, as shown in this paper. Similar improvements are shown to be 
possible in the related Theorems 4.8, 7.7, and 7.9 of Kallenberg (19751986). Some 
further terminology will be needed, before we can give the precise statements. 
Following Norberg (1984) we shall say that a class % c $3 is separating, if for any 
K E X and G E Y with KC G there exists some U E % with KC U c G. We shall 
further say that 4 c a is pre-separating, if the class of all finite unions of 4-sets is 
separating. The notions of separating and pre-separating classes are more general and 
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convenient than those of DC-ring and DC-semiring, used systematically in Kallenberg 
(1975-1986). In particular we note that, when S is an open subset of a Euclidean 
space, one may choose 4 to be the class of all rectangular boxes in S, and let % 
consist of all finite unions of such rectangles. With Norberg we may further note that 
any [pre-Iseparating class contains a countable [pre-Iseparating subclass. Still weaker 
is the notion of a covering class 97, which by definition is such that any compact set 
is covered by finitely many sets from %?. 
We are now ready to state our improved version of Theorem 4.7 in Kallenberg 
(197551986). 
Theorem 1. Let 5 and t,,&,. . . be point processes on S, and assume that < is simple. 
Fix a separating class 42 c 93 and a pre-separating class 9 c 9i9t. Then 5, 5 c, 
whenever 
(i) limn+a P(&JJ = O} = P{(U = O}, UE@!, 
(ii) lim SUP~_~ P{&J > l}<P{51> I}, IEX 
Note that if we require @C ~23’5, then the two conditions become necessary and 
sufficient for the convergence 5, 5 r. A similar remark applies to all subsequent 
theorems. 
The next result gives a similar improvement of Theorem 4.8 in Kallenberg (1975- 
1986). 
Theorem 2. Let 5 and (I,~z,. . . be point processes (or random measures) on S, and 
assume that 5: is simple (or dtftiise). Fix some constants t > s > 0, a separating class 
42 c $43, and a covering class % c &It. Then 5, -% 5, whenever 
(i) lim,,, Ee-‘rn” = Ee-‘r”, u E @, 
(ii) lim inf,,, EepStnc 2 Ee+tc, C E V. 
To state the next two results, recall that the random measures &,i are said to form 
a null-array, if they are independent for each n and such that 
lim sup E[tnjB A l] = 0, BE $I’. niix j 
Informally this means that c,jB 5 0 as n + 00, uniformly in j. For point processes 
we may clearly replace E[tnjB A l] by P{tnjB > 0). 
Just as for random variables any distributional limit r of the row-sums cj 4nj is 
infinitely divisible, and the law of 5 is given by 
- logEeeSS = of + J (1 - eepf)v(dp), f E Cg. 
Here a~ A, and v is a measure on A\(O) with l(uB A l)v(dp) < ok for all BE 549’. 
In the point process case we have c1 = 0, and v is restricted to M\(O), where M 
denotes the closed subspace of integer-valued measures in A. 
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We shall write I(a, v) or I(v) for the infinitely divisible distribution character- 
ized by (a, v) or v, respectively. Let us further write J1/;: and &d for the classes 
of simple measures in J and diffuse measures in A, respectively. Using this no- 
tation, we may now state our improved version of Theorem 7.7 in Kallenberg 
(19751986). 
Theorem 3. Let (tnj) be a null-array of point processes on S, and let 5 be Z(v) with 
vc = 0. Fix a separating class 42 c 98 and a pre-separating class 9 c ?.?I(. Then 
cj {nj 5 4, whenever 
(i) limn-+oo CjP(lnjU > 0) = V{p; /.LU > O}, UE%, 
(ii) lim supn__ cjP{tnjl> l}dV{/lc1; fl> 1)~ IEA 
We may finally state our improved version of Theorem 7.9 in Kallenberg (1975- 
1986). 
Theorem 4. Let (rnj) be a null-array of point processes (or random measures) on S, 
and let 5 be Z(cr, v) with GI = vM~” = 0 (or VA?; = 0). Fix some constants t > s > 0, 
a separating class 42 c 29, and a covering class V c 49[, Then xi [nj -% g, whenever 
(i) lim,,, cj (1 - Ee-G”) = t&J + J (1 - e-‘pr’)v(dp), U E 92, 
(ii) lim SUP_~ xi (1 - EeESSnjc) 6saC + s (1 - e-@)v(dp), C E %‘. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the fact that, by Theorem 2.1 in Norberg ( 1984), 
condition (i) implies supp <,, 5 supp < (i.e., supp 5, converges in distribution towards 
supp r with respect to the Fell topology). By a Skorohod type coupling we may then 
assume that supp 5, f, supp 5 a.s. Finally we may imitate the proof of Lemma 2.7 
in Kallenberg (1975-1986) to see from (ii) that no clustering of point masses is 
possible. 
The other three results are essentially reduced, by various arguments, to the setting 
of Theorem 1. In particular, we shall use an idea first employed by J. Grandell to 
derive the diffuse case of Theorem 2 from the corresponding point process result by 
means of a Cox transformation. The same argument yields a similar improvement of 
Theorem 3 in Grandell (1976, p. 68). 
We may finally remark that convergence criteria related to Theorem 1 have been 
used extensively in extreme value theory. (See, e.g., Theorem A.1 in Leadbetter et al. 
(1983, p. 309), and Proposition 3.22 in Resnick (1987, pp. 156f). For many purposes 
one may replace (ii) by the simpler but not necessary condition Et, : Et. (This 
elementary but extremely useful observation is due to T. Kurtz.) With the present 
improvements, one may hope that even the general criteria will be simple enough to 
be useful for applications. 
2. Some auxiliary results 
To prepare for the main proofs, we begin with two elementary results about sepa- 
rating and pre-separating classes. 
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Lemma 1. Fix a separating (or pre-separating) class % c g and a set GE 3. Then 
the class %G = {U E S; 0 c G} is separating (or pre-separating) in G endowed with 
the relative topology. 
Proof. First assume that f# is separating. If K c H c G with K E X and H E 9, we 
may choose BE% with KcBcBcH, and then UE% with KcUCB. But then 
iicBcG, so UE%~. 
If 9 is pre-separating, the previous case applies to the class @ of finite unions of 
Y-sets, so C2o is separating in G. It remains to notice that each set in %!o is a finite 
union of sets in Yo. 0 
Lemma 2. Let 9 c $8 be pre-separating, and fix a set K E X covered by some 
Gl,..., G,,, E 9. Then K may also be covered by finitely many sets II,. . . ,I,, E 9, 
such that each Zk lies in some Gj. 
Proof. Let % denote the class of all finite unions of sets in 9. Then % is separating, 
so for each s E K we may choose some U, E 9, such that s E Us0 c U, c Gj for some j. 
Since K is compact, it remains covered by finitely many of the sets Up. Writing each of 
the corresponding sets Us as a finite union of sets in Y, we get the desired covering of K 
by Y-sets. 0 
The next result is based on a simple observation in Norberg (1984). Say that a 
monotone function cp: B + R is continuous, if cp(B,) 4 q(B) as B, T‘ B or B, 1 B. 
Write Bq = {BEG?; cp(B”) = q(B)}. 
Lemma 3. Let cp and cpl, 412,. . . be monotone functions on 99, such that q,, -+ cp on 
some separating class % c @‘, and assume that cp is continuous. Then the convergence 
extends to 98+,. 
Proof. Fix any BE ~23~~ and let U, V E 42 with U c B'cB c V. Assuming rp and the 
(P,, to be non-decreasing, we get 
cp(u) = ,hrrnm cp,( U) < llnm_kf MB) 
d limsupcp,(B)< jimacp,(V) = q(V). 
n-CC 
Now let U T B" and V l B, and conclude by the hypotheses on cp and B that 
q(B) = cp(B”) < limif q,(B) d lim sup q,(B) < q(B) = q(B). 
n+oo 
El 
The next result relates the vague and Fell topologies for measures in JV” and their 
supports. 
Lemma 4. Let ~1, p2,. . . E Jlr and p~4 with supppL, L suppp. Then 
limsup(pL,BA l)<pB< limi~f~L,B, BE@~. 
n-CC 
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Proof. To prove the left inequality we may assume that pB = 0. Since B E a,, we 
have even I_18 = 0, so (supp CL) n B = 8. By the convergence of the supports we get 
(supp pn) n B = 0 for large enough n, which implies 
lim sup&B A 1) < lim sup p,,B = Cl = @. 
II-CC i?-CX 
To prove the right inequality we may assume that pB = m > 0. Since &?p is a 
separating ring, we may choose a partition B1, . . . , B, E C?2Jp of B, such that @k = 1 for 
each k. Then also ,uBl = 1 for each k, so (supp ,u) n Bi # 0, and by the convergence 
of the supports we get (supp pL,) n Bi # 0 for large enough 12. Hence 
1 6 lim inf p,,Bt < lim inf p,,Bk, n-03 Il-CCJ 
so 
pB = m 6 c lim inf CL,,& < lim inf c p,,Bk = lim inf p,,B. 0 n-+cc n-+co n-+ca 
k<m kgm 
We proceed with a useful extension of the classical Skorohod (1956) coupling 
theorem. 
Lemma 5. Fix some measurable maps f, f,, f2, . . . between two Polish spaces S and 
T, and let 5, (1, &, . . . be random elements in S satisfying fn(&,) 5 f(t). Then there 
exist, on a suitable probability space, some random elements q 5 5 and q,, L 5, in 
S, such that fn(q,,) + f(q) a.s. 
Proof. By Skorohod’s theorem there exists a probability space with some random 
elements [ d f (5) and [,, 1 f,(&) in T, such that [, + [ a.s. By Lemma 1.1 
in Kallenberg (1988) we may fnrther construct, on a possible extension of the latter 
probability space, some random elements r 5 5 and v], 1 5, in S, such that [ = f(q) 
a.s. and in = fn(ym) a.s. for each n. 0 
The last result will now be applied to our point processes and their supports. 
Lemma 6. Let 5 and 51, <2,. . . be point processes on S, and assume for some sepa- 
rating class 42 c ~4? that 
lim P{(,U = 0) = P{(U = 0}, UE%. (5) n-+cc 
Then there exist, on a suitable probability space, some point processes q 4 5 and 
yl, g 5, on S with supp q,, f, supp q a.s. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 of Norberg (1984), relation (5) implies supp& 5 supp r. 
Since Jf and 9 are Polish and the mapping p H suppp is measurable, the assertion 
now follows by Lemma 5. 0 
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3. Proofs of the main results 
The results of the previous section will now be used to prove the four main theorems 
stated in Section 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By (i) and Lemma 6 we may assume that supp 5, f supp < a.s. 
and since 5 is simple we get by Lemma 4, 
lim sup (&B A 1) <(B < lim inf C&B a.s., (6) 
n-Cl? II-CX 
BE .49~. 
Next we note that, for m and n restricted to Z,, 
{n~m~1}C={m>1}U{m<nA2) 
= {n > 1) U {m = 0, n = 1) U {m > 1 an}, 
where all unions are disjoint. Substituting m = 41 and IZ = &,I, we get by (ii) and (6), 
lim P{51<5,ZA2} =O, ZEX. (7) 0-m 
For any sets B c I E 9 we get with B’ = I \B, 
{LB > tB} c {&I > 0) U {LB < 5B’) 
c {&I A 2 > 51) u (51 > l} u {(,B’ < (B’}. (8) 
If, instead, B E 9i?t is covered by I,, . . . , I,,, E 4, it may be partitioned into subsets 
BkE@tfl&, k = I,..., m, and we get by (6)-(g), 
limsupP{{,B>[B}<P U{tzk > l}. (9) 
11-00 
k 
Now fix any B E gt and K E X with B c K”, a metric d in S, and a constant 
E > 0. By Lemma 2 we may choose Ii,. . . , I,,, E 9 with d-diameter < E such that 
B c Uk Ik c K. Since 4: is simple, the right-hand side of (9) is bounded by P{~K < c}, 
where PK denotes the minimum d-distance between points in (supp ()nK. Now pi > 0 
a.s., and since E > 0 is arbitrary we get P{&,B > lB} -+ 0. Combining this with the 
second relation in (6) yields t,B -% [B. In particular 
(&Bi,..., &Bk ) 3 ( EB I,... ,t&), Bl,..., &Egt, kEN, 
so (,5 ( by Theorem 4.2 in Kallenberg (1975-1986). ??
Proof of Theorem 2. In the point process case we define 
p = 1 - ee, r=-log{*-s}, 
let q and ~1, ~2,. , be p-thinnings of 5 and 51, (2,. . . , respectively (cf. Kallenberg 
(1975-1986, p. 16)), and note that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to 
JirnWP{qnU = 0) = P{rfU = 0}, UE@, (10) 
lim inf EepWnC > EeCqc ) CEg. 
n-cc (11) 
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By (10) and Lemma 6 we may assume that supp qn + supp q a.s., so that by Lemma 4, 
lim inf q,,B 2 qB a.s., BE Si?,, = ~2’5. (12) n+cc 
Now fix any CEV, and write 
0 < (1 - e-‘)E[ePWC; nnC > qC] 
d E[e-“” - epqnC; q,C > qC] 
= Ee-“IC - Ee-VnC _ E[e-“1C _ e_~nC; qnC < qC]. 
By (11) and (12) we obtain E[e-qc; q,C > qC] -+ 0, and since e-‘qC > 0 it follows 
that 
lim P{q,C > yC} = 0, Cc%?. (13) n+m 
Any B E L!d,, may be covered by finitely many sets Ci, .. . , C,,, E g, and from (12) 
and (13) we may conclude as in (9) that 
P{vlnB > $16 c p{%ck > ?ck) -+ 0. 
k 
Combining this with (12) yields qnB 4 ~,IB for all B E a,,, and qn 5 q follows as 
before. Finally l, 5 4 by Exercise 4.5 in Kallenberg (1975-1986). 
In the random measure case we may take q and ~1, ~2,. . . to be Cox processes 
directed by t( and t<l, t&, . . ., respectively. Then (10) and (11) remain true with Y = 
- log( 1 - s/t), and we may argue as before. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. First assume that 
c qtnj # 0) + V{K P # 0) < co. 
Let v, denote the restriction of xi Pot;’ to N\(O). If v # 0, the probability measures 
v,/v,(~V) and v/v(N) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1, and we get v, 3 v. The 
same convergence holds trivially when v = 0. By Theorem 4.2 in Kallenberg (1975- 
1986) it follows that, for any Bl, . . . , B, E ?Jpy, m E N, 
c P 0 (&jBl,. . ., IQ?,)-’ 1 v 0 (no,,. . . ,RB~)-’ on Z:\(O), 
where TCB denotes the mapping p H pB. Hence cj tnj 5 4 by Theorem 6.1 in the 
same reference. 
In the general case, fix any f E C$ and choose a set G E S!?e II 9 containing the 
closure of the support of f. From Lemma 3 we note that (i) remains true for any 
U E WC, and in particular 
C P{SnjG > 0) + v{,u; pG > 0) < co. 
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By Lemma 1 the class 9~ = {I E 9; fc G} is pre-separating in G with the relative 
topology, so the previous case applies to the restrictions G[ = 5(G n .) and Glnj = 
rnj(G n .), and we obtain cj Glnj 5 Gt in A(G). Noting that even f E C;(G), we 
get in particular 
and since f was arbitrary, Theorem 4.2 in Kallenberg (1975-1986) yields cj 4nj 5 r. 
cl 
Proof of Theorem 4. Beginning with the point process case, we may first assume that 
v and the measures v,, = CiPo&i on X\(O) are uniformly bounded. They may then 
be extended to measures x and x,, on JV with the same finite total mass. By Theorem 
2 we get xn Z 1, and using Theorems 4.2 and 6.1 in Kallenberg (1975-1986) as 
before, we may conclude that xi tnj 5 <. 
In the general point process case, fix any finite union U of sets Cl,. . . , C, E %Y, and 
note that (ii) remains true for the restrictions lJ< and Utnj, with V replaced by the 
class { Ci, . . . , Cm} U (9Zlt n UC). By Lemma 3 the same restrictions satisfy (i) with @ 
replaced by gt, and in particular 
(1 - e-‘) C P{snjU > 0) < E(1 - e+j’) 
i 
+ J (1 - ePfPU)v(dp) < v{p;pU>O} <co 
Hence the previous case yields cj Utnj 3 U(, and since % is covering we get 
Cj lnjf 5 tf for all f E C,$, which means that Cj rnj -% {. 
Turning to the random measure case, we may fix any u > t and let r~ and qnj be 
Cox processes directed by ut and Ucnj, respectively, where the qnj are assumed to be 
independent for each n. Fixing any r E [0, U) and writing r’ = - log( 1 - r/u), we get 
for arbitrary BEG’, 
~~-“‘ln,B _ - E~-‘~,B. (14) 
The process q is again infinitely divisible, and by (14) its Levy measure v’ satisfies 
J (1 - e-“PB)v’(dp) = raB + J (1 - ePrPB)v(dp). (15) 
Writing t’ = - log( 1 - t/u) and S’ = - log( 1 - S/U), it is seen from (14) and (15) 
that (i) and (ii) remain valid with tnj, v, CI, t, and s replaced by qnj, v’, 0, t’, and 
s’, respectively. Further, note that, VA%?; = 0 implies v’e = 0. The statement in the 
point process case now yields Cj qnj 5 q, and it follows as before that Cj tnj 5 5. 
0 
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